Portland Youth Center for Arts by Stockwell, Claire
From the Stair
The stair marks the pivot point of the urban plan connecting people from the square to the 
green loop and new greenway addition to the Broadway Bridge. This activated landmark 
serves as a new current for pedestrian movement. The intermediate plaza on the stair 
bridges to the building and is met by a publicly programmed entrance. 
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Restaurant + Gallery  
The restaurant and gallery is connected directly to the 
Market Stair. This space activates the intermediate plaza on 
the stair and serves as a place to celebrate and enjoy the 
pieces craed in the PYCA. The entrance is full of 
handcraed installations that people can interact with. Turn 
le and you will find yourself in a restaurant that overlooks 
the square - turn right and you can walk through a gallery of 
visual and tactile pieces created by local professionals and 
students. 
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From the SquarePYCA The west face of the building sits on the new Rose City Plaza. In master planning this space is referred to as an “urban room.” The park blocks are concluded with a series of 
civic buildings that reflect Portland's values and celebrate the city. A series of public 
spaces invite people from the square to interact and become part of the creative space. 
Master plan 
Lot
CONNECTION | DISCOVERY | CREATION
The basic form of the lot following urban 
design was an l-shaped building with a shared 
courtyard. 
The building form took shape through the 
concept of two forms coming together at a 
joint shaped like a wedge. 
 
The north and south wings become mass 
timber buildings bridged by a translucent 
glass wedge. 
 
 
The edges of the building push and pull in 
response to its surroundings and the 
building program.  
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Portland has a strong identity with arts, crasmanship, and creative 
professions. The Portland Youth Center for Arts is a space where 
creativity is not only encouraged, but made a priority. This program 
has a focus in making courses available to adolescent youth. Oen young 
people between 15-22 years old are not exposed to the possibilities of a 
career in a creative field. Adolescents grow up with a passion for art, 
creation, or cra and reside to the fact that this can only ever be a hobby. 
The PYCA gives young people the opportunity to learn about creative fields 
and gain billable skills. Professionals oer courses in their art or trade and 
in exchange are given studio space and full access to the buildings 
facilities. The administrative and counseling sta is available to assist in 
related job searches and higher education. The PYCA reflects Portland’s 
values as a place where cra and trade is celebrated. This building sits on 
the new Rose City Plaza and its program reaches out to the public spaces - 
encouraging citizens of Portland to be creative on a daily basis.  
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Urban Context
extend the park blocks | create a connection to the river
respond to a pedestrian scale | establish new civic hub at the terminus of the park blocks.
 One of the major challenges of this site is the presence of the Broadway Bridge and 
its ramps sloping down from the Northeast corner of the site to NW Lovejoy ST and 
NW Broadway. The Broadway Bridge is part of the Green Loop - Portland's “urban 
promenade for pedestrians and cyclists.” Despite this, the intersection meeting the 
post oice site is largely considered an unpleasant space for the pedestrian. The 
urban design team responded to this by reorganizing the intersection, creating a 
connection, and adding high line-inspired wings of green walkways to either side of 
the Broadway Bridge. 
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Natural lighting is provided in 
large quantities throughout the 
building. Curtain walls are 
accompanies by exterior light 
shading systems. 
The atrium makes a grand 
connection to the outdoor spaces. 
Climbing up the stairs you are 
engulfed by the square to the west 
and the courtyard to the east.
Using the steel connection 
fabricated for the Bullitt Center in 
Seattle, Washington. This method 
ensures a fireproofed connection 
by bearing the weight of the 
beams directly on the column. 
A slice through the translucent wedge bridging 
the two mass timber wings. This perspective 
displays the buildings relationship to the square, 
courtyard, neighboring buildings, and Broadway 
ramp. 
Stormwater management is largely addressed 
by a series of living roofs including the 
courtyard and the accessible roof on the 6th 
floor oice. Additional space is located 
underneath the courtyard providing an 
opportunity to have a shared water collection 
facility for the entire block. 
A combination of eicient active and passive 
strategies can be used to ensure this building 
is as low energy as possible. The atrium can 
utilize stack ventilation and exterior shading 
systems lower cooling loads. The roof of the 
north wing will have a large pv array.   
Total SF roof: 8904 SF -- 80% utilized for pv 
array : 7123 sf 
 
Maximum energy produced in array using 
SunPower 345 panel - 157,407 kWh per year 
Great Room 
The great room is a 140’ long open space filled with 
moments for spontaneous creativity. Mounted 
canvases are on a small stage inviting anyone to 
contribute to the piece on the wall. These canvases 
act as a community mural and are rotated - 
establishing a consistent creative energy in the 
space. 
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